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We’ve been here before. Searching the breadth and depths of the internet 
desperately for a resource. That zine your BFF told you about, the video on ‘self 
injecting safely’ that an anonymous acquaintance mentioned to you in a support 
group, that cool thing you heard about from somebody’s sister or that link you 
accidentally came upon on some unknown forum that you ended up in, looking for 
another important resource but got sidetracked into something potentially more 
juicy….and then… 

It’s a  d e a d  link. 

R.I.P :/

Over my trans-ageing years I’ve compiled countless shareable- open resourced- 
documents, spreadsheets, or drop boxes and drives or otherwise, with links to 
absolute gems that just end up getting buried somewhere in the online abyss and yet 
the internet still remains the best place to access and share these trans* things with 
other trans*es. Or is that a myth? 

Its always the best thing you can NEVER find again and yet you will ALWAYS come 
across these top searches: ‘ Top Ten Trans Masc paving the way’ or the like. SIGH. 
The truth is that not only are we precarious but so is our knowledge.  

So is it true that the best way to share our knowledges and such is through portals 
such as the world wide web?! Well the fact that it's ‘worldwide’ does mean we can 
access knowledge from afar to the comfort and safety of our bedroom haven, it’s 
true. We can learn from other (shared) movements which makes our own 
movements stronger. right? 

Saying that, I really do miss the zine fairs, the squats, queer clubs, the countless 
community spaces I would move through and to, finding myself through physical 
space and location, through activist movements and social gatherings where you got 
to witness people shapeshift over time in all the messiness of it and you were 
inevitably a part of it too. It's not like you can download those as easily, but they 
created the container for resources to be shared in a way that they reached the right 
person in the right place at the right moment which would also be witnessed and/or 
held by others. All this reminiscing makes me wonder what happened to us? Do we 
still gather with our non/conforming bodies, finding tips through collective 
conversation about how best to pass or not? Or where we can get such and such 



hormone or treatment, who is a half decent doctor and what to tell your parents when 
they ‘find out’? It seems younger trans* these days are just telling their parents or it's 
not even necessary to do so in the first instance, I guess some progress has been 
made. But that doesn't solve the increased isolation, does it? 

The internet has saved us in many ways. We can't deny that but it's also overload, 
so searching for something that may save your life (for real), can be like finding (the 
right size) injecting needle in a haystack - which is actually a box full of used binders 
and packers and wigs, hormones and all the best foundation to cover that five o'clock 
shadow. Why cover it at all when non-binary is the rage these days? Ahem, that's 
not the point here.  

So where do all these deadlinks go to? The same place as all the trans people 
murdered whom we have become accustomed to mourning on TDoR (Trans Day of 
Rememberence). In a mass trans grave that's permanently kept open so that every 
year we can expect more and more to pile on while we tick them off. Sounds 
perverse I know, but ain't this the necropolitical truth nobody wants to admit? We 
have become just as accustomed to trans death than we have to deadlinks. What 
they both have in common is that they have a short life and don't last forever. Things 
come and go, that's life, but should people too?! More too often they’re gone too 
soon.  
So what would it mean to preserve and prolong trans* life? What would it mean to 
actually celebrate trans* life instead of usually fighting for it?  

Last year, in the background of a world crisis and pandemic I co-organised with 
therightlube (Maz and Hava) workshops for queer and trans* people with guest 
speakers to discuss ‘community’ and what it means for us right now, unarchiving our 
social movements (with invited guests Poulomi Desai from Shakti, Naz Projects + 
more, Queercare and Campaign Against Prison Expansion), pride and protest, and 
our reflections. ALOT was shared, anonymously - what we gained, what we lost, 
what we built and what we destroyed and so forth. Sorry-not-sorry, but some things 
are private and not to be gender-revealed! We wanted to keep it that way so we 
didn't have to always be visible and we could offer ourselves some privacy and 
protection. Opacity can be a useful tool at times of threat. Knowing the line between 
private and public as a trans person can be a matter of your survival. Thats real.  

I will share some snippets though…because sharing is also caring: 

One person attending confided: ‘I too am angered and dissolussioned by the erosion 
of meaningful and dynamic queer life and the shiny racial and class violence of 
gentrification… I'm also keenly interested in our discussion around Pride and it's 
future, because right now it feels like a misguided monster.’ another exclaimed: I am 
frankly exhausted by the NGOs, the liberal dominant caste cis gay men who are so 
west-ward gazing they can only think of marriage rights for themselves as the next 



step, the cis lesbians who are openly terf and the right wing trans folks among us. I 
need some fresh ideas, hope and some laughter which I am hoping to share with 
you all. Poignantly, someone mentioned: I think a lot about what brings people 
together and different meanings of togetherness and connection, how that translates 
into change in the world. 

We were left with a predicament that was noted and hung in the heteronormative air, 
in reflection from our temporary community workshops:  

It was really affirming to speak about activist histories, together and  think about our 
queer predecessors. Makes me realise the potential power of this and that I need to 
do more of this. Also we need to do more of this together. 

Seeing our present situation as part of continual struggle and not unique feels really 
useful and less alienating.   

But also it was a reminder of what we have lost in terms of resources, spaces, 
communities (whatever those are?) and quite harrowing to think about the extent to 
which the grip of the carceral neoliberal state has tightened just during my lifetime to 
the point it’s crushing us. 

How do we get emotional strength, how do we get resources, how do we get the 
emotional strength to get the resources?  

We continued our Desperate Livin project with this important notion above, because 
we recognised this desperation too well (and also because thankfully our funding 
continued). We decided to focus specifically on creating resources for our 
communities, whether we were forging new ones rather than existing ones or 
recycling and adapting older ones. Our ethos being: well if we have access to 
resources to channel other useful resources to those who need them most then why 
not just do that? Who cares if it’s ‘arts’ funding or an ‘art’ project, isn't surviving when 
you weren't being expected to a ‘fine art’? Isn't standing up to violence, day in and 
out, and not giving up a creative t/ask?  

We gathered both on and offline, conducting workshops around harm reduction,the 
politics and experience of self-medding hormones and addressing concerns of 
growing trans youth, we shared art-activist works online on Studio Voltaire’s website, 
organised IRL events distributing much needed supplies and taking trans community 
to trans health clinics, we even co-hosted a grief retreat for trans community to 
provide support for the loss of trans community and much needed IRL trans social 
hangouts in London with therightlube (the latter of which are continuous).  



We helped each other out, we made networks, friendships even, and obtained and 
gave out much needed resources. We laughed, we ranted, we cried and we 
educated each other. We socialised. We didn’t necessarily plan out what we were 
doing and what would happen next but listened to what was needed from our 
communities and did our best to make that happen. Sometimes we failed but that 
was ok, it was (and is) a world crisis after all and we were impacted by it too.  

This project was real life not a depiction, not a glossy painting hanging on a white 
wall in a white room waiting to sell to make an artist rich, more the process of 
obtaining the materials needed to make the art in the first place for a collective art 
project aka resources for the masses not accumulation for the individual. Once we 
are resourced just imagine our collective power.  

When we started the project we were cynical about the term ‘community’ and how 
the concept was being flung about in certain spaces, sometimes for the sake of 
commodification and consumption, or simply to make an institution look like it was 
engaging with real people in their vicinity when actually they were just using them to 
gain further funds or often pressured to do so by policy and not genuine interest. 
Those with genuine integrity seemed few and far between. SIGH. 

I can't and won’t speak for everyone in the project (there is no trans* universal 
afterall since the point of being trans* is its strength in diversifying a hegemonic), but 
what I believe is that by the end of this project we were able to function as a 
temporary community, with a common cause, serving the needs of those who came 
into contact with us and each other in those moments of desperation and/or need, 
regardless of whether the need was to shout out to someone what needed to be 
said! to be in company with others disillusioned in similar ways, to give something 
you had to someone else who needed it more, to support or advocate for or with 
someone else through something… or to just be… trans* together in space. A 
community is communality afterall right? 

It doesn't mean this community is or should be forever, not everything lives forever 
we know well, but this time we have the choice and the agency to decide for 
ourselves.  

Leaving the project behind I want to leave a legacy of it, a living and breathing trans 
archive full of downloads. One that could be continuously beneficial for life (we’ve 
even obtained a lifetime subscription and my commitment, hopefully I live long 
enough or pass it on). I decided to compile the resources that have come into my life 
over the years that saved me many times over, plus those that were shared over the 
project by those who joined us and also for those to come in our trans* futures. The 
archive does not have to be a grave after all but a gift economy* (thank you Jesse 
Darling for sharing this term with me). I asked for help from a trans-technophile, 
Zoyander and together we have co-created https://desperatelivin.com/.  



Do feel free to browse, share and contribute. 

[LIVING EPITAPH: Along the way they gathered valuable information from 
transgender people, medical practioners and grassroots and offcial organisations 
about trans health that they would like to share with you. These resources have been 
compiled by Raju Rage and site designed by Zoyander Street. These resources are 
open-source or invited contributions and permission has been granted to share 
them. Thanks to all who participated and supported the Desperate Livin’ project and 
continue to, life after life.] 


